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Executive Summary 
In Spring 2021, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) engaged Coraggio Group to assist with 
surveying over-dimension permit users. Coraggio Group worked closely with the Commerce and 
Compliance Division team to support their permit modernization and transformation efforts. One of the key 
components of this effort is a robust stakeholder engagement process to more deeply understand customer 
perceptions of the current permitting system, experiences with other state permitting processes, and their 
current level of awareness about online permitting. This report summarizes the data collection and outreach 
efforts conducted through Spring 2022. 

The purpose of this outreach was to assess the perceptions of current opportunities and challenges in the 
permit use community.  This report will help inform ODOT's permit system modernization efforts and will be 
utilized as guidance for communicating changes to the system. 

Stakeholder perspectives were captured through an online survey.  Stakeholders included single-use, 
annual, and superload permit users. Responses were received from a total of 193 stakeholders. 
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Survey Demographics: 

Figure 1 – Survey Respondents by Affiliation N=193 

Figure 2 – Frequency of Permit Requests per month  N=193 

With these stakeholder inputs, quantitative questions were analyzed using category means, percentage 
rates, and frequencies. Qualitative, open-ended questions were analyzed by assigning themes influenced by 
response content and Coraggio’s interpretation of those responses. 



Coraggio then synthesized findings from all data gathering efforts and compiled the findings into key themes 
for the Commerce and Compliance project team to consider as it develops its modernization plan. Each 
theme is supported by relevant data and quotations. 

In this document you will see quantitative data related to questions and summary qualitative data from the 
open-ended questions. Scores that are 4 or above (on a 5-point scale) signify “satisfaction”. 

The themes are grouped into four chapters. Each chapter contains multiple insights to support each theme. 
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Permit customers view the current system as 
lacking speed and efficiency and would like the 
ability to access permits through an online system 
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Customers find Oregon’s system to be more 
challenging than other state systems 

Customers view customer service as a strength of 
the current application process 
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and known to customers 



 

 

Chapter One 

Current System 
Permit customers view the current system as lacking 
speed and efficiency and would like the ability to access 
permits through an online system 

"I can never seem to call the correct 
number when I need help and am 
transferred sometimes multiple times 
before I connect with someone to help me" 



 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

1. Permit users reported multiple aspects of the permitting process that they found more challenging than 
the permitting systems in other states. The majority of single trip permit users cited 
“speed and efficiency” as the most frustrating aspect of Oregon permit services when compared to their 
experiences in other states. Superload users found the application process to be most challenging 
aspect of the current system. 

• Never know when the permit will be in my email; later that day I ordered or 3 days from the time I 
ordered 

• Like I said, often decide on a Saturday night or Sunday and can't get the permit to set off early Monday 
morning 

• Not being able to fix mistakes when its still in que to reviewed by bridge 
• Wait time for single trip permits has become a bit longer. 
• The site is poorly put together, and reflects to many hands that don't do the work. Change the colors 

back to a white background with black letters. Use red letters to highlight the changes. Make any 
calculations less complicated, you don't need to have truck lengths down to the inch, and again this 
reflects far to many hands in the mix that don't do the work on the ground. 

• You can see the history of the permits issued, but cannot reprint the permit after so long... 
• calling in for a permit is the least preferred option of all options out there 
• Just need to have permits quicker 
• the hold times for in person assistance can be very frustrating. 
• I don't need to Over-dimension permit that often. It's annual. But, the option for auto renew would be 

handy. 
• For renewing our annual overweight permits, they can be hard to find and then sometimes I still have to 

call into CCD to get them because the system wont let me renew them. 
• It would be nice to have an auto approval system for permits that will work 24/7 
• The turn around time in Oregon is way better than California, but not instant like Washington. I like 

being able to get the permits as soon as i enter them. 
• Difficult to get through to a technician and long wait times for approval 
• APPLICATION IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM OTHER STATES. 
• State like TX or OH, for example, have great online system where I don't have interfere with anybody 

to get my permit. 
• You can wait for hours on hold to have a question answered, only to find out you need to talk to 

another department where you are put on hold again. 
• Compared to other states that use a automated online permitting service, Oregon is really outdated 

and slow turn around time. 
• I can never seem to call the correct number when I need help and am transferred sometimes multiple 

times before I can get someone to help me. 
• When a phone call is required, wait time is sometimes extremely long. 
• VERY SLOW, VERY COMPLICATED 
• Always on hold or phone is busy. Once you get ahold of someone it's not bad but it still is a long 

process for a routine route. 



 

  
 

Chapter Two 

Permit User experiences in other states 
Customers find Oregon's system to be more challenging than other 
state systems 

" The trucking industry is a 24-hour job, so 
having  24 -hour customer support when 
needing to order permits is very important" 



•

1. The majority of Oregon permit customers also receive permits from other states, particularly in the 
neighboring states of Washington, Idaho, and California. However, surveyed permit users have 
experience in all 50 states. Superload permit users were the most likely to have experience in other 
states, whereas only 60% of Annual permit users reported obtaining a permit in another state. 

2. Customers report that ODOT’s current system no preferred features when compared to other states. 

3. When asked to describe the current permitting system, users used the word “slow” most often. Other top 
descriptors included: outdated, laborious, archaic, and sufficient. 

4. Customers were especially interested in seeing Oregon adopt mapping capabilities and 24-hour access. 

• Most all the other stats are an easier more efficient ordering process with a map to be able to choose 
your route and view the approved or failed route. Most all of them you can modify the route or pick a 
via point. On a failed route you can click to see the restrictions. 

• Some states make you keep refreshing their page to see if the permit was issued, that makes it hard 
to keep track. 

• Someone always answers the phone and assists promptly 
• I appreciate getting people who answer the phone. But with most states we get the permit back right 

away or can look online and trace it and see its in review or wherever. 
• Oregon's system is antiquated. In todays hauling world you need to be able to go online and order/ 

issue your permit with confidence that you can obtain it in a timely manner and go through the scales 
with the confidence that you have a correct and valid permit. I recall when you could enter a POE 
from another state usually Washington and roll through the scale and obtain the necessary permit. 

• ODOT doesn't have anything that makes it better or easier than the other states 
• When I call and tell them what I have and to sell me everything that I need, it’s disappointing to get a 

ticket for not having the weight tax paid. Because that is not explained by the over dimension office in 
the same state. 

• I don't dislike the current system, but there are many other systems that are more user friendly. 
Especially when talking about routing and restrictions. 

• I like to know if something I am requesting is valid and it wont be rejected by a computer and I don't 
get the info in time to request the correct/valid permit. Agents inform us in the moment and we 
correct as we are submitting application 

• I use Washington's permitting website several times a week and it is just nice to be able to print your 
permits once they are paid for. 

• ALL THE OTHERS HAVE MAPPING AND SELF ISSUE CAPABILITIES 
• Your system is outdated. WA has a great permitting system in place that will tell you in real time if the 

route does not work because of bridges, weight restriction, etc. And permits are available as soon as 
the permit is entered. Oregon's system of having an analyst produce each permit is time consuming 
and inefficient. Having to pre-plan permits in Oregon creates a situation where we finish a job and 
need to move but have to wait a day or 2 to get the permits in hand. Real time permitting is where its 
at. 

• Have to call between the hours of 7 to 5 Monday through Friday 
• Washington has been online for a bit. Much better than only being available during office hours and 

taking so long to get to an agent 
• Every time I call to get any permit I can talk to 10 people and get a different answer from each of 

them and 9/10 when we go to the scale house getting into Oregon we have been told we don't have 
the right permit or need another permit and have received a ticket a few times. 

• I like the axle weight calculator 
• Oregon is the slowest and least user friendly. Hold times are by far the longest. 
• Normally have been using 3rd party. Would like simple process to do it myself 
• Other states have online permitting so I can do it myself and pay online 
• As the system is now I prefer to speak with a live person to ensure pertinent information is correct 

information 
. 



Chapter Three 

Customer Service 

Customers view customer service as a strength of the 
current application process 

"They are always willing to go the 
extra mile and ask the questions 
that could save my guys hours of 
travel" 



1. When asked about their top concerns regarding a transition to a new permitting system, users reported that 
they are most concerned about losing the current level of customer service. 

2. Customer service was one of the few preferred features of the current permitting process. 

• It's easy access to permit agents- friendly and helpful 
• Someone always answers the phone and assists promptly 
• They are always willing to go the extra mile and ask the questions that could save my guys hours 

of travel. 
• A LOT of states are NOT available by phone, you must rely on internet access and emails to 

solve issues, your system is basic and it works! Friendly, helpful staff is very important compared 
to other states… 



 Chapter Four 

Communication 

Current communication channels are well identified 
and known to customers 

“'I know nothing of the new system 
but the old self issue has been 
easy to understand" 



1. Customer’s found that the information they receive from ODOT is easy to understand and access. 

2. Customer’s reported low levels of awareness about plans to implement an online permitting process. 

3. Permit users need additional information about how the new OD permitting system will affect them. 

4. Permit users report that they prefer to receive information through online sources, including e-
newsletters and websites. 

5. When asked about their preferred sources of information regarding the OD permitting process, the 
majority of respondents identified Oregon Trucking Online and the ODOT website. 





    

        
          

 Permit Type 

Annual Permit Single Trip Permit Superload Permit 

39% 
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3% 

Q1 - Which types of permits do you typically purchase: SUMMARY 
sample size = 184; total sample size = 185; 1 missing 



   

  Frequency of Permit Requests (per month) 
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Over-dimension permitting in Oregon 

4 

3 

2 

1 

3.55 3.46 3.38 

2.80 

2.27 
2.12 

The information I receive from The information I receive from The information related to I understand how the new OD I rely on non- I knew about the plans to 
ODOT regarding OD permits is ODOT is easy to understand Oregon’s OD permitting Permitting System will affect me CCD/unofficial/third party implement a self-service, online 

easy to understand services and process is easy to sources to stay informed and up OD Permitting System before I 
access to date about Oregon’s OD received this survey 

permitting services 

Q4 - The information related to Oregon’s OD permitting services and process is easy to access., The information I receive from ODOT regarding OD permits is easy to understand., ... by 1 - Strongly Disagree, 2, ... SUMMARY 
sample size = from 145 to 147; total sample size = 185; 40 missing 



   
 

  
  

     

                     
          

            
 

What sources do you go to when needing information about the OD permitting 
process in Oregon 

100% 

21% 21% 

1% 0% 
3% 
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80% 83% 
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Oregon Trucking ODOT home page Commerce and Oregon.gov website Oregon Trucking Information received Gov Deliveries I do not know where Other (please 
Online Compliance Division Association via US Postal to turn for OD specify) 

(CCD) website Service permitting 
information 

Q5 - When needing information about the OD permitting process in Oregon, what sources do you turn to? (Select all that apply) SUMMARY 
sample size = 149; total sample size = 185; 36 missing 



     

     
          

  Preferred methods for receiving information 
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E-newsletters Website US postal service Text message Social media posts 

Q6 - Text message, Website, ... SUMMARY 
sample size = 133; total sample size = 185; 52 missing 



   

         
 

  

Challenge for new Permitting System 
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Ease of use Clear permit & legal Auto-routing Timely turnaround Communication and Available 24/7 Route information Permit management 
information (ideally auto-approval) reminders (multiple permits, 

permit history, etc...) 



  

             
   

Current process descriptors 

Western unknown 
Better vendoractually consuming 

Confused frustrating harder Quicksand 
navigable adequate geton-line cunbersome 

laborious Outdated getting demand USA never 
Familiar workableOKgreat Simple confusingDecent 

anxiety tedious Washington antiquated necessary Complicated painful permit oldUnderserving stressful Worse slow Fine uncertain Terrible works efficient Fair 
Mediocre components interesting high 

Sometimes manysufficient cumbersome busy options
able time-consumingTimegoodeasyInefficient permits Long satisfactory times Useless timeliness Clunky archaic predictable arduous Condescending Overwhelming Unclear Flexible Effective Phone happen issues California Best 

Q8 - What is one word you would use to describe the current process and/or system? SUMMARY 
sample size = 185 
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Concerns about transition to online permitting system 
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Customer support Technical difficulties Learning the system Security/privacy Lack of access to technology Lack of access to the internet 

Q9 - Learning the system, Technical difficulties, ... by 1 - Not at all concerned, 2, ... SUMMARY 
sample size = from 141 to 146; total sample size = 185; 44 missing 
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          What would you be most excited about an online permitting system? 
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Quicker turnaround time 24/7 system access Automated routing capabilities Access to previous permits/routes Other (please specify) 
information 



              
          

        Have you used OD permitting services in states other than Oregon? 

Yes No 

73% 

27% 

Q11 - Have you used OD permitting services in states other than Oregon? Question format: SUMMARY 
sample size = 147; total sample size = 185; 38 missing 



       Other state(s) in which you have used OD permitting services 



       

                
          

       
 

Preferred aspects of Oregon’s OD permitting services compared to other state 
transportation services? 
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13% 13% 
11% 

0% 
none customer service online access application process speed and efficiency Other (please specify) 

Q13 - Which aspects of Oregon’s OD permitting services do you prefer compared to other state transportation services? SUMMARY 
sample size = 102; total sample size = 185; 83 missing 



       

               
          

        Most frustrating aspect of Oregon’s OD permitting services compared to other 
states? 
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Q15 - Which aspect of Oregon’s OD permitting services are the most frustrating compared to other states? SUMMARY 
sample size = 101; total sample size = 185; 84 missing 



    

          I fully understood the questions asked in this surveyI fully understood the questions asked in this survey 
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  Preferred language 

English N/A 

92% 

8% 

Q18 - preferred language SUMMARY 
sample size = 13; total sample size = 185; 172 missing 
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